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publication Collection of Articles of the Journal 'Wlitary Thought". This 
article asserts that the stability of control of naval korces is one of the 
most important conditions determining success in directing combat actions 
at sea in modern warfare. A unified, duplicated, flexible and constantly 
operating system of control is necessary, one that is capable of ensuring 
continuous control of naval forces under all conditions. The system of 
controlling naval forces, consisting of a network of dispers.ed stationary 
and mobile connnand posts, radio centers, and commnications centers, should 
not only be created in peacetime, but should also be carefully developed in 
the course of operational and military training of the fleets. This 
article appeared in Issue No. 2 (72) for 1964. 
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SUBJECT

MILITARY THOUGHT (USSR): Assuring the Stability of Control of Naval Forces
in a Missile/Nuclear War

SOURCE Documentary
Summary:

The following report is a translation from Russian of an article which
appeared in Issue No. 2 (72) for 1964 of the SECRET USSR Ministry of
Defense publication Collection of Articles of the Journal "Military 
Thm3ght	 The author of this article is Rear Admiral Yu. Ladinskiy. This
article asserts that the stability of control of naval forces is one of the
most important conditions determining success in directing combat actions
at sea in modern warfare. A unified, duplicated, flexible and constantly
operating system of control is necessary, one that is capable of ensuring
continuous control of naval forces under all conditions. The system of
cgaraLing_naltal-ferees-, consisting of a network of dispersed stationary
and mobile _command polls, riaio centers. and communications centers, should
not only be create in peacetime, but should also be careffaii-dReIöped in
the course of operational and military training of the fleets.

End of Summary

Comment:
Rear Admiral Yu. Ladinskiy was Chief of the Scientific Experimental

Hydrographical Navigation Institute and a delegate to the Surprise Attack
Conference in Geneva in 1958. His most recent article, about minesweeping,
appeared in Voyenno-Istoricheskiy Zhurnal, No. 10, 1973. 

reoruary 1914. me ShUnf version ot Military Thought was published
	 p.

 three
times annually and was distributed down to the level of division commander.
It reportedly ceased publication at the end of 1970.
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Assuring the Stability of Control of Naval Forces 
in a Missile/Nuclear War 

by
Rear Admiral Yu. Ladinskiy

The stability of control of naval forces has always been one of the
most important requirements of naval art; without it, it is impossible to
direct combat operations at sea successfully.

The disruption of the stability of control of naval forces, especially
in the initial period of a war, can lead to the nonfUlfilment of tasks
assigned to the navy and to great materiel and personnel losses. The
incre	 .:• n....	 -. ; .	 SI	 •8 • 8:	 SI	 •	 . r. is	 •	 is for
assuring that in a future war t 	 r	 A	 the basic control,
orenst_particul:	 ..- :	 81;	 0-.815 .	 1141.41 ,	 wi	 the
be inning of milita actions become one of the srinci.al targets for
strikes.	 ere is no •o .t :t t e enemy will employ all measures as
ciarmy and as powerfully as possible to disorganize the operations of
naval staffs and to disrupt the direction of military actions. Not.to be
excluded is that, with this goal in mind, nuclear strikes may be carried
out by missiles launched from submarines, surface ships, aircraft, and
ground launchers; and there may also be wide use of diversionary landing
groups and active jamming of naval observation and communications means.

In modern warfare the use of nuclear weapons poses a real threat of
instantaneous destruction or the putting out of action of entire links •in
the control of forces. This gives rise to the necessity of organizing and
workin! out in •eacetime a co •lete, continually functioning system of
control ommemmant	 .1 • iabili an wIiirinai.ntain

ea	 rces

.satisfied to a certainextent by tbe pqtahlished prnreanre whereby the '1 
sow

'fleet c• 11:181'	
•	 .	

• 	 .ver the ommtiom,s2Lan. ,)
submarines at se.a?whil_Acoitx,91 .1. over  missile-carryinghe

tachia=large units of lon -
commander of naval aviation. In order to ensure that operational groupings
an-WFilké . and - tactical groups at sea can independently carry out their
assigned tasks at any distance from shore, even when control from above has
been disrupted, it is necessary to have worked out in advance variants of
combat actions for forces to conform to the expected conditions. Of

TO	 CRET

We consider that such a s stem fo
be_a.s—simple—as—poss4ble. It should allow control with a minimum of

44command echelons and lines of communications. This requirement is

ON	 •	 "I	 II	 •
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course, the practical development of these variants by the appropriate
groupings of forces should be carried out during exercises.

It is well known just what a control system'is. Also well known are
the requirements placed on it. We will only note that in satisfying these
requirements a continuously functioning control system will be a very
important element in the high readiness of naval forces for carrying out
military operations at sea, especially in the initial period of a war. For
this reason, such a control system must be prepared ahead of time, and the
organizational structure and methods for reliably controlling the forces
should be urgently developed under peacetime conditions.

forces?
Practically

the stability
speaking

of , control
what is 

over
the present

naval 
state of affairs for

assuring 

One must say that t	 • -	 90 •	 -II "4	 .8	 e
naval command and be so- s .-s- es 1- obl of 1
controlling forces under modern conditions. As an example of this, we may
cite in particular military-scientific contetemes. which have been held in
several fleets and in the Order of Lenin Naval Academy. In these •.	 .
conferences th	 1 Amu -	 bout assurin
control-over naval forces in a missile/nuclear war, and the question was
put only in the most general terms.

Therefore, we consider it necessary to devote attention in this
article - trEfEE45.YdEtral7stde:and:te-_examine..Posible recommendations in
this area.

The stability of cnntrol of naval forces under modern conditions can
be	 stem	 sta
and mobile command posts for the_Cpmmandar-in-Chief of the Namy_and_for the
fleet commandwrs. The system of command posts for the navy, headed tFai-
command post of the Commander-in-Chief of the Navy (the Main Naval Command
Post), should be based on a network of powerful centers of communications
and observation. These centers should be dispersed along the seacoast and
deep in the territory of the country and should consist of a unified system
of radio and radiotechnical equipment of the navy. This system should be
tied in with similar sysrams of the other branches of the armed forces
coordinating with the navy in carrying out operational and strategic
missions.

The Main Naval Command Post (GKP 'IMP) must assure reliable control of
the fleets and have the capability of direct control over the main naval
forces (submarines) regardless of where in the world ocean they may be

5 -
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operating. The Main Naval Command Post must be able to direct the
preparation for military actions and to control the deployment of naval
forces in the prewar period in accordance with the plans for the first
operations. Even now it is necessary for the Main Naval Command Post to
exercise control over the forces of operational reconnaissance being
conducted in support of the first operations of the initial period of the
war. This naval command post must function constantly. In order to assure
the stability of control it is obviously advisphle  to have two main naval
comand4osts: t .SO	 :11• •- t. The basic (pro-
tected) Main Naval Command Post need not be used in  eacetime. It should
only be technically_equipped,_checkecLoutared or eing manned.
The location of_the hasir Min Naval Command Post can be known to only a
very limited circle of people.

• #	 #	 $ini fle	 in •eacetime should be carried
out from the alternate Main Naval Command Post  w i , as ar as its
technical equipment and engineer preparation are concerned, shoulj.e,
counLfsx_urie_underAlie_c_onditions_of_a_nuclear_watedoir. It should only
assure the possibility of reliable direction of the fleets under everyday
conditions.. With the beginning of military actions, the stationary
alternate Main Naval Command Post will cease to function and its personnel,
reinforced from the Main Staff and other control organs of the Commanaler-
in-Chief o	 I	 1 I A	 n• -	 •	 c- basi	 •	 .1111:14	 At
the same time the mobile alternate naval command post, with a communica-
tions o • in v ' 1	 aircra	 • helico t rs will assure the
calm ility of effecting control of naval forces in any area of ground or
sea axes, depending on the conditions. Command posts of the fleets may
al-OMB-used as alternate command posts for the Commander-in-Chief of the
Navy during the course of a war.

Similar demands are made on the organization of fleet control posts.
The flagship command post of the fleet is the basic post from which the
fleet commander controls military actions at sea. As in the case of the
Main Naval Command Post, the flagship command post of the fleet is prepared•
in peacetime under conditions of strict secrecy and is deployed only at the
beginning of military actions. It must satisfy modern requirements for
assuring viability and have all the necessary technical communications
means for the control of fleet forces. The alternate fleet command post
from which the forces are controlled in peacetime will be dissolved at the
beginning of the war and its personnel sent to the flagship command post o
the fleet.

.J.ArlerClrET
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During a threatening period a mobile alternate fleet command post will]
be created, and control of fleet forces may be transferred to it before the!
main flagship command post of the fleet goes into operation. With the
beginning of the war, the mobile alternate command post of the fleet will
be used, as a rule, for carrying out the control of forces on this or that
axis in order to assure effective direction of the fleet while preparing
for operations and military actions; and it will also be used in case the
flagship command post of the fleet is temporarily put out of action (for
example, if it should move into a zone of radioactive contamination). The
mobile alternate command post of the fleet is 	 "• -	 ' d
cond* • ..	 d on a s ecial shi e ui . d 	 the
neceagry_means_of_coannuaicatiOLLIPLcontrol.

The fleet rear control,post is deployed in a threatening period 	 -
independently of the flagship command post and serves to assure the 	 - .9
direction of all rear fleet organs. In organizing the fleet rear control
post, and especially in determining its composition, it is necessary to PJ74.,
take into account that i MI" cir

Command posts of fleet operational formations and large units are
created to assure the control of subordinate forces under special
conditions, both in peacetime and during time of war. In doing this,
%tationary commsnd pocts are organized for those fleet formations and large
units for which control is possible and desirable from shore. It should be
kept in mind that under modern conditions wide use will obviously be made
of mobile command posts for formations and large units. The cgmmand_posts
foraarge-units of surface ships will

• ships. Large units of guard ships of a sea area (OVT) will, as a rule,
have stationary command posts on shore CommandLposts-for-aviation large
units will hA organized-in tbe area_of_an-airfiel-d-eemplex. The a$tance
between_control posts of naval forces should be such as to preclude the
possibility of their simultaneous destruction by nuclear munitions of
medium yield.

This is the way we envision approximately a plan for the control of
naval forces under modern conditions. A similar system for control, in our
opinion, will assure stable direction of naval forces by the Commander-
in-Chief of the Navy and the fleet commanders in a nuclear war. The
presence of the aforementioned command posts provides a sufficient -
guarantee of viability and, consequently, reliability in the control of ,„
naval forces. The most important point at.the moment consists of2TaLckly

ty	 a#,
of_hgying_the control of  11 	 .a	 •	 • -	

rkej

HII	 .	 -
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comoleting the creation_of_a_sy.stem-of—cont-r-el—aad-mast-er-ing it in its
entirety, obtaining precise and effective operation by-all existing and
newly created control links of naval forces, and working toward automation
in the use of these forces under the most difficult conditions.

Of 11 ' =	 !,!*	 -
III	 II	 •	 I	 III	 .111	 •	 IP

fnaliaw_soffingagnd_post_tp_angther. It is	 -8	 II:	 01 1

from_a_lowex-lewel. We may cite, for example, control of all the fleets
from the flagship command post of one fleet; control of a fleet from the
command posts of its formations and large units, and also from the rear
control post. In order to do this, it is necessary to prepare the fleet
staffs and control posts ahead of time, provide them with the appropriate
documentation and technical means of communications, and systematically
work out the process of such a transfer of control in the course of opera-
tional and combat training. Increased viability of control can also be
achieved on the basis of prior designation and the proper preparation of
second and third deputy commanders (commanding officers) from the ranks of
the commanders on the lower levels.

A continually operating system of control represents something like a
material basis for the stability of control of naval forces. But atakilitY
of 00	 4;0-04	 Op a number of other fa • 	 ich exert an
influence or affect the degree of is stability. Among such factors are:
the organizational structure of the organs of control of forces; and the
methods of control and the technical equipment of the command'posts and
communications centers. The distance of the areas of combat actions of
naval forces from their permanent basini areas (several thousand
kilometers) requires the presence of technical means of communications
which will assure continuous and reliable control of,diverse forces at
great distances, i.e., practically global communications systems.

The organizational structure of control organs (the operational
staffs) will, for the most part, satisfy the requirements for assuring the
stability of control in the case when it is set up on the principle of
unity and centralization of command. Thus, for example; for a'fleet this
structure, in our opinion, will be the following: the fleet commander, a
unified staff subordinate to him and including officer-operators, and
officer-specialists for all the arms of naval forces (submarines, naval
aviation, surface ships, and shore-based rocket/artillery troops), and also
specialists in services (communications and observation, naval engineering,
and hydrographic and chemical services). In addition to the fleet staff,
there must also be a staff for the fleet rear services, which are
subordinate to the fleet commander through his Aeputy for the rear who is
in charge of rear services support, including the question of building up
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personnel levels. In our opinion, such an organization is simpler and more
economical and eliminates multiple intermediate and parallel links; and to
a large extent it satisfies modern requirements for stability in the
control of naval forces.

It should also be noted that the organization of the control of naval
forces in_ggicetimeshould correspond to the basic the control
of forces in time of war, espe a y in t e initial period of the war, an
should assure control in this period without any sort of complex plan for
restructuring the organization.

The methods for the control of forces also influence the degree of its
stability. Under the conditions of a missile/nuclear war, it is extremely

' le
commander-executor"._regardless_of any intermediate levels. Such strict

centralization most closely corresponds to the probable circumstances in
which military actions will be carried out (active combat with radio-
electronic means) and, consequently, will increase the stability of the
control of forces. Of course, this centralization does not exclude the
exercise of the broadest initiative on the part of commanders of
submarines, aviation large units, and other naval forces in the selection
of methods for carrying out their assigned tasks or in making independent
decisions made necessary by the situation and responsive to the plan and
intention of the commander. A healthy display of initiative will
undoubtedly always further the stability of control of naval forces.

Lt--__shoulc.1-new-be--elear-to all that the basic trend in the field  of
technical e	 00	 h  ir automation. The assurance
of stability in the control of forces requires the creation of an automated
system of control of naval forces which includes all levels of control from
fleet headquarters to ships and airplanes.

The basis of this system should be, to the extent possible, small
qamputers. This system should include all modern means of communications
and technicalre onnaissance and observation, which will insure secure,
quick, and sure contro of forces. The automated system should also
include: various devices which will enable staffs, commanders, and command
posts to perform their work quickly; plotting hnnra- qcrPens to reflect the
situation at sea; devices for the 	 input and
tion; equipment for quickly pri	 •	 ombat
documents; etc.

The automated system for the control of forces must assure the rapid
co	 6, :if 6	 46 6.	 d the storage and output_of
essential information; the calculation_d_inputecinak-sions
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and the selection of optimal variants for the use of forces and means in
the course OT-Carrying out operations (military actions); the transmittal
of orders and messages; and fire control for the command posts of large
units. A high level of technical equipment in the system of control of
naval forces will_significaltly increase its stability under the conditions
of modern war.

The most important element in the system of control is communications.
The naval communications system consisting of radio communications centers
and communications centers located throughout the territory of the country
and connected among themselves and with the fleet staffs and the Main Naval
Staff by communications channels, should assure the capability of collec-
ting, processing, and transmitting any kind of coded information, and radar
and television images, to naval forces in any ocean or sea at any distance
from shore. The fulfilment of all these requirements for the naval
communications system should be considered one of the basic conditions for
assuring its stability under the conditions of a nuclear war.

A serious problem in assuring the stability of the control of naval
forces has always been security in the use of communications means. At
present, the solution of this problem, as is known, is proceeding along the
lines of the wide use of burstnsmission systems which allow the
transmission of e necessary volume of inTOTEAtion in a fraction of a
second. One ve	 romisin . ossibilit for assur' ••  security in radio
comtunications, especially or communications with_submariau x_is the use v'•
Of artifiteis.— The-5-itTatibiri-§ sOMgarst_worse_mith

HM	 2

thus it is necessary to immediately
egpuctiely-long-range aircraft, and

ircraft and
sAluip the aircraft
also naval surface

tic_security

I •

qf Stability of control is greatly dependent on the operating reliabili ty
the means of commnications- A completely necessary measure, without

which it is impossible to attain stability of communications, is the
pxotection of all main radio lines of control from enemy jamming. As we
see it, this may be best attained by controlling forces by using short
signals_sestjyy_hurat_transmission devices; by simultaneously making_broad
•Iallfretutncies_and_caa_sizns; and also by taking appropriate
medglres of radio security, particularly the use_of . fa l se_radio_traffic. A
very important question is that of assuring the reliability of information
transmitted by radio means, especially when naval forces (submarines) are
operating at great distances from their bases and command posts. It is
very important to correctly evaluate the degree of this reliability.
Serious attention should he dpvntpd to mnthods for determining the degree
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under various conditions of use of radio ((

Such are some of the basic considerations which, in our opinion,
characterize modern requirements for assuring the stability of control of
naval forces in a missile/nuclear war. The considerations that we have
cited permit the following conclusions to be made:'

1. The stability of control of naval forces is one of the most
important conditions determining success in directing combat
actions at sea in modern warfare. A unified, duplicated,
flexible, and constantly operating system of control is necessary,
one that is capable of ensuring continuous control of naval forces
under any conditions, even the most difficult.

2. The system of controlling naval forces, consisting of a network of
dispersed stationary and mobile command posts, radio centers, and
communications centers, should not only be created in peacetime,
but should also be carefully developed in the course of
operational and military training of the fleets.

3. Assuring the stability of control of naval forces under modern
conditions consists of a complex of measures directed at putting
together staffs and at increasing their combat readiness by any
means possible; and it also consists of excellent training of the
admirals, generals, and officers of the staffs of operational
formations and large units of the navy.

4. The complexity of controlling forces under the conditions of a
missile/nuclear war and the probable surprise beginning of
military actions without a prior threatening period, requires the
presence in peacetime of an organization which would assure the
stability of control of naval forces in the initial period of the
war without substantially restructuring the organization.

The experience gained in operational and military training of our
fleets testifies to the fact that the question of assuring stability in the
control of naval forces unfortunately-has not always been adequately
reflected in the preparation and conduct of exercises. Meanwhile this is
an extremely important matter to which it is necessary to devote

 Meanwhile, 
most

serious attention. A number of problems connected with assuring the
stability of control of forces require that we conduct special research at
experimental fleet exercises and research games at the naval academy;
individual problems should be studied at the naval institutes.
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